


Enjoy the
atmosphere of 
Palma with Bay
Views
Meliá Palma Marina is located on the
promenade of Palma. Its exceptional situation
give you the possibility of strolling facing the
bay of Palma, and to enjoy the best restaurant 
area of the city, eventhough easy access to the
main corporate areas, turning the hotel into
the best Bleisure option.
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Rooms



Meliá 
Room

. Size: 20-25 m2

. King size bed or individual Twin Beds

. Meliá bathroom amenities

. Kettle & courtesy bottle of water

. Panoramic Shower
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Come into another world



The Level Premium 
Sea View
. Size: 20 – 25 m2

. Bay views

. King size beds or Individual Twin beds

. Wellness Ball™ Active Sitting (On
Request)
. Nespresso® Coffee Station
. Mp3 Tower with Bluetooth integrated
. Loewe bathroom amenities

. Access to The Level Lounge

. Ironing Service (1 clothe per stay)





About Meeting 
Rooms
. 18 Meeting Rooms (capacity up to 350 pax), 

Meliá Palma Marina is the perfect place for any

event
. Multifunctional and versatile meeting spaces
. New Flexi & Tech Rooms (Meliá Brand attributes)



Equipment

. Secretary servive, technical assistance and 

hostess

. Coffee breaks and private cocktails

. The last technology: Plasma TV, Projectors,

Videoconference, etc. (Upon Request with a 

surcharge)

. Possibility to record the event Upon
request with a surcharge)
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Arado
Grocery & Restaurant

. Enjoy the authentic signature cuisine of Mallorcade 

with fresh products of first Quality elaborated by our

expert cooks in a sofisticated and comfortable

environment.

. A place designed to enjoy.



Arado
MOSS

Our flexiterian restaurant where products are not

chosen randomly, but carefully selected to

ensure that all its benefits and properties bring

new sensations, emotions and experiences to our

customers.



The YHI Spa
Empty Your 
mind
. Known since antiquity for its therapeutic benefits, 
hydrotherapy is still used to improve bone, 
muscular and circulatory ailments as well as all 
types of disorders such as anxiety, stress and 
fatigue.

·Hydromassage pool

·Footbath

·Finnish sauna

·Scottish showers

·Steam bath

·Changing rooms with lockers, showers and 
bathroom amenities




